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The High Power Ultrasound (HPU) pretreatment of olive paste before malaxation at laboratory scale during the Virgin Olive Oil (VOO) elaboration process was recently investigated to improve the efficiency and reduce the duration of this step. For this purpose a pilot plant scale device was designed to its application in an oil mill. The device was composed by a pipeline where the ultrasound piezoelectric transducers were placed on it surfaces; they applied three frequencies of 20, 40 and 80 khz and supplied by a generator of 900 watt. The experiments were carried out using `Picual´ olive paste, after crushing in an industrial hammer mill, the paste without malaxation was pumped through the HPU device with a flow rate of 200 kg/h. Two treatments were assayed, the reference without sonication and the other applying sonication at three frequencies and 100% of the power. Then the olive paste was extracted in an `ABENCOR´ laboratory scale extraction system. In addition, for each sonication treatment the olive paste was processed at two extraction conditions: malaxation (at 28ºC for 30 minutes) and centrifugation against direct olive paste centrifugation. The liquid phases were recovered in a laboratory test-tube and after settling the volume of the oily phase was taken, after filtration oil quality indices and composition were analyzed. The principal effect of the HPU application on the olive paste was the instantaneous heating compared with the untreated paste. Regarding to the process efficiency, in general the application of HPU improve the process yield with respect to the untreated paste. Therefore, only with 40 khz HPU treatment the process yield obtained was similar to that obtained for olive paste malaxed at 28ºC during 30 minutes.  So at least for overripe olive fruit, used in this case, this sonication treatment allowed to obtain a continuous process avoiding the discontinuity of the malaxation step. Regards to the olive oil characteristics, the HPU treatment did not cause alteration on VOO quality indices (free acidity, peroxide value, K232 and K270), pigments, fatty acid composition, tocopherols and phenolic content.

